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NRC ANALYSIS OF THE £NVIR(»äMENTAL IMPACTS
AND LICENSING POLICIES FOR EXPANDED SPENT

FUEL STORAGE IN THE UNITED STATES
*

••Dr. Clifford V. Smith, Jr.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, 9. C.

This paper reviews the findings of the U.S. environmental impact studies or,
spent fuel storage to the year 2000, addresses design criteria for p
spent fuel storage installations and expresses the position of the HEC for
licensing expanded spent fuel storage capabilities until such time as final
solutions are established.



r The timing of this KEA syraposiura on in-ediated fuel storage is very I
- opportune for us. The nuclear Regulatory Cssmission (HRC) staff published in ;
Kerch 1978 a draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) on Handling and j

. Storage of Spent Light Water Power Reactor Fuel. This document was recently ;
circulated for public comment. It.is, therefore, a pleasure for us to partici- -
pate in this symposiun and to be able to discuss with this international group :
of experts our environmental impact statement and the general problem of spent j
fuel storage. .The differing viewpoints and new ideas that will emerge during -
the next few days will assist us as we formulate our policies to address the •
problem of interim spent fuel storage over the next few decades. - ;

: From its inception, the commercial nuclear power industry in the U.S. j
designed and built light-water reactor storage pools to provide capacity for i
about 1-1/3 full reactor cores. Thus with a three to four year reactor reload j

cycle, onsite-reactor storage pools should be capable of holding the discharge j
-, from an annual refueling with sufficient remaining capacity to unload all of the :
fuel from the reactor, if needed. Beginning in 1S73, a series of environmental i

; and safeguards issues associated with reprocessing and recycle of recovered i
nuclear fuel came under intensive study by the regulatory staff of the Atomic ;

Energy Consiission and later by the NRC. As you are probably aware, the Atomic í
Energy Commission was succeeded by the NRC and by the Energy Research and -
Development Agency (EROA). By 1975, it was apparent that even if a decision were4

made in the United States to allow reprocessing and recycle within a year or two,
reprocessing capacity would not meet demand until sometime in the mid-1980's. :
As a consequence, large amounts of spent fuel would need to be stored and there :
would be a shortfall of storage capacity if no action were taken. ]

. Issues centering on the continued operation of reactors and the '-
generation of spent fuel were raised. These included the outlook of limited ;

storage capacity, and the environmental impacts resulting from storage of large ':
amounts of spent fuel in the face of uncertain programs for reprocessing or ;

: disposal. Because of these issues, the NRC initiated a study to estimate the :
: amounts of spent fuel to be generated from continued operation of power reactors,
and assess the environmental and economic impacts of interim storage of spent :

-fuel arising from the continued operations of reactors in the United States-in
consideration of alternatives to such operations. The original tine period to

; be covered when the study was initiated was 1975 to 1935. With the deferral of =
reprocessing in the United States in October 1976, the period to be covered was -

. extended to the year 2000. Before that time, we expect to have at least one ;
operating repository in which v/e can dispose of either reprocessed high level ;
waste or spent fuel.

You will note that I have referred to the interim storage of spent fuel
since such storage is not a permanent solution to the problem of waste manage- ;
ment, and it is U.S. policy to pursue as expeditiously as possible the develop- {
ment of a high level waste repository regardless of how well the interim storage j
problem is solved. It should also be noted that the interim storage of spent \
fuel regardless of our position on reprocessing is not solely a U.S. problem. i
Indeed, regardless of the policies of other nations on reprocessing, there will ;
probably be a shortfall of reprocessing or disposal capacity over the next j
decade; and interim storage of spent fuel will of necessity continue to increase.;
It is with this in mind that I would like to share with you the results of our "
studies thus far. ; ]

In view of the very large number of schemes one can formulate for |
interim storage of spent fuel, we considered in our study three bounding '
alternatives: (1) expansion of at-reactor CAR) and away-from-reactor (AFR) spent
fuel storage capacity utilizing well developed and proven technology; i
(2) transshipment of spent fuel from one reactor basin to another reactor basin '
thereby maximizing the use of available capacity =s new reactors coroe into "
operation; and (3) termination cf generation of spent fuel by reactor shutdown
and substitution of alternate energy sources. Mater pool type storage \
installations represent the most developed and utiîired storage system in the ;
U.S. The wet storage concept does not require extensive research and develop- •
ment. Therefore our bounding alternative, wi-.ich considers expansion of capacity,
is based on water pool storage si^ce it see^s clear that water pools will be



r
relied upon for expanding capacity in the U.S. We did consider dry storage in
our study and, in general, find that it has potential for application in certain
situations. For purposes of brevity, I will not discuss the transshipment
alternative since this option can only provide some relief in the early «»ears
when some reactor pools are not full. Coal was found to be the only available
source of energy for the U.S. which could reasonably be expected to take up the
z^.tzh if nuclssr fission wera tsrsinate-d. I âo nci inter»- la discuss ibis,

' alternative to nuclear power generation since this is not the subject of this
symposium. - :

For ou«- projections of the power generated by nuclear power stations
. through the year 2000, we relied on NRC data for plants operating, under
; construction or planned through 1935, and fron-there on used the "super low
growth" projection considered by the NRC staff in GESMO, the generic environ-

- mental statement considering the use of mixed oxide fuel. This results in a
: projection of 414 GWe of installed nuclear capacity by year 2000. I might add
that in this past year, as in recent years, projections of installed U.S. nuclear

* capacity are being lowered. It is likely, therefore, that our Final GEIS may
have a lower projection than the current Draft issue. It is, however, unlikely

: that such a downward projection will have any significant effect on the findings
of the Draft study. )

We project a baseline cumulative storage capacity of 63,000 MT if no
storage compaction measures were taken. By compact storage, we mean redesigning

. storage racks with fuel stored closer together thereby placing more fuel in a
fixed volune. Main considerations in compaction are assuring that the storage
configuration remains sub-critical and th=t the heat load will not raise ths
water to boiling temperature under normal operating conditions. In some
instances, neutron poisons are used in connection with compaction.

At present about one-half of operating commercial reactors have already
received permission to proceed with compaction and another third of the operating
reactors have applied for permission to increase storage capacity. Some have
submitted an application for .a second.modification...As.can be.seen _from.Table I,.
the need to construct away-from-reactor storage capacity exists. The extent of
the need is highly dependent upon whether or not reactors compact their storage
pools and whether or not they maintain capability to discharge the full reactor
core in the pool for reactor maintenance purposes (termed full core reserve or
FCR). -

For our study, we have assumed that reactors would increase their spent
i, fuel storage capacity and would maintain FCR. Our regulatory position is that
.'FCR is not required for safety purposes.' However, we recognize that without FCR
: reactors could be shut down for long periods, while the fuel is transferred
'• elsewhere in the event maintenance requirements dictate core renovai, and this
; could cause substantial economic impacts.

; As is the case with most studies, there are many numbers and these can
be confusing. We do not want tc present here all the charts and numbers we have
generatec because of time limitations. Hovever, to simplify the results I would

. like to show a comparison of the demand for and capacity of spent fuel storage
! space for one case we analyzed as shown in Table II. Based on the assumption
: that utilities in the U.S. will use compact rack designs and desire an FCR, we
find that there is a need for AFR space in the mid ISSO's. As mentioned earlier

• no transshipment of fuel was assumed to occur. Even assuming that FCR is not
. maintained, the AFR storage requirements decrease in the year 2000 only by
i about a factor of 2. Therefore, even if reactor spent fuel pools are filled,
! using dense storage techniques, there will still be a need for an additional
'• 2.200 MT cf AF?. stcrôçe space by 1990 and 9,500 "T by 2G00. Table I graphically
! presents tnese results (curve #3) and allows comparison with other options.



1 For conventional water basin storage pools, it appears that there is
little incremental radiological impact on the public fron extended spent fuel
storage. This is due to the relatively inert conditions of spent fuel storage.
Also, increased storage of spent fuel at any facility comply results in the
retention of older fuel than would otherwise have gone to reprocessing or
disposal. Volatile end non-volatile radionuclides with short half-lives will
have decayed to negligible levels. The raditlcgieel impact to the general
public from storage of older spent fuel (aged one year or more) arises
principally from the release of Kr-85 from leaking fuel ele.nents. Occupational
expoi-rc to plcir.t pčrso;~;:;cl »ûrkïng st storage f>%nj~iS urisč principal iy fror«
activities such as changing ion exchange resins. Using a conservative assumption
of a release rate of 1 Ci Kr-85/MT-year and 20 person-rem per 1000 HT-year for -
occupational exposure, based on reactor operating experience, and using populstior
.dose factors of 0.004 and 0.02 person-rem/MT-year for the U.S. and the rest of
the world, respectively, radiological doses were calculated. These are siäraarizec
in Table III. :

i •

; The risk to the.general public from accidents involving spent fuel
appears very small. Although the inventory of radioactive materials contained
in spent fuel may be in the order of a billion curies or more, very little is

; available in a dispersable form; furthermore, there is no credible mechanism
available for release in significant quantities from the storage installation.
One of the-more severe accidents we have postulated was a tornado which included
a 35 foot long utility pole traveling at 144 miles per hour. Me assumed this
missile entered the storage peal area and impacted ES much as 20 MT of fuel
causing the release of Kr-85 and 1-129. .The whole body dose from the Kr-85
release and the thyroid dose from 1-129 release to a person at the site
boundary (275 meters) is calculated to be about 6 mrem and 3 mrem respectively
for fuel aged one year. In our study, we have postulated a number cf other
unlikely events including less of pool wêtsr, critic3lity, cask drop, etc. The
most severe case appears to be an accident which involves complete loss of water
from the pool. Although we have not identified a credible mechanism which could
result in a complete loss of pool water, we believe that this assumed condition
represents a reasonable upper limit in consequences and provides valuable
perspective. Vie find that there is no large cff-site-release cf radioactive
materials and that reflected radiation at short distances is limiting. The
off-site dose in this case "is calculated to be less than 5 rem for an assuraed
iwo hour occupancy at very short distances (about 300 m ) . The probability of
serious accidents seems very small and the off site consequences small if
appropriate consideration is given to design and siting.

The main impact of extended spent fuel storage appears to be economic.
Estimated costs are shown in Table IV. These cost estimates for AFSs are some-
what speculative since they were estimated from conceptual design studies. The
costs are dependent on pool storage capacity, design features, staffing require-
ments, etc. as well as business considerations such as financing, amortization
: period, pool utilization factor and profit goals. The one obvious conclusion
: that can be drawn from Table IV is that extended compact storage at reactors is
less expensive than AFRs- since reactors must of necessity include sorae storage

'.capacity. Another conclusion is that the cost of extended spent fuel storčge
'constitutes a relatively small fraction of the total cost of nuclear power
"production. ;

The radiological impacts and costs I have been discussing must be based
'• on certain design assumptions for fuel storage facilities. We are preparing a
, new regulation (10 CFR Part 72) which deals specifically with independent soerst
fuel storage installations and we plan to publish the proposed rule for public

• comment this suosner. Our new regulation will be applicable only to "aged" fuel
: having at least one year's decay following reactor discharge. Newer spent fuel
jwill not be accepted at independent spent fuel storage install étions. For cne-
iyear old spent fuel, the short-lived radionuclides, particularly iodines arc
fxenor.s, are no longer present :n significant quantities.



With regard to design requirements, we believe that pool structures and
storage racks must be designed to resist seismic forces to prevent accidental
criticality. Also, bridge cranes which span a pool roust be equipped with seismic
restraints. With regard to other natural phenomena, we are not too concerned
with damage by tornado missiles but believe the building should be designed in
a way which avoids gross damage to stored fuel such as might be caused by
coll arse of the overhead building structure into the pool. Other structures,
systems and components important to safely must be v&sïgnic ce withsteße! t:=e
effects of natural phenomena characteristic of the site.

Some independent spent fuel storage installations will be constructed
on existing reactor sites. A site acceptable for construction of a reactor
would be acceptable for fuel storage. For new sites, we believe that the sites
should be selected such that engineered corrections for site deficiencies should
be minimized. ;

Tentatively, evaluations of site suitability will be based on the
following design criteria for'doses to individual members of the general public:

a. Normal operations and expected occurrences _< 25 mreni to total
body or any organ. This is the U.S. limit for uranium fuel
cycle facilities (40 CFR 190 §190.10) as established by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. He believe an
independent spent fuel storage installation should and can
meet the same requirements as those imposed on other uranium
fuel cycle plants. ;

b. Design basis accident conditions should be _<5 res to total
body or any organ. This is based on an engineering analysis
of the limiting accident, the loss of all water from a
conventional water basin type of installation, and
represents a reasonable and achievable level of conservatism.

Conclusions

Based on our analysis to date of the problem of extended interim
storage of spent fuel, it is the NRC staff's tentative conclusion that

a. Existing storage pools at reactors can be redesigned to
increase storage capacity on the average by a factor of
2.5 at relatively modest cost.

b. Even with compaction at reactors, there will be a shortfall
of storage capacity unless additional storage installations
are constructed. The technology for water pool storage is
well developed, and construction and operating costs should
be modest. ;

c. Extended storage of spent fuel through the year 2000, whether
at AR or AFR sites, has an insignificant impact on the environ-
ment. Accident risk is very small.

d. The combination of economics, small environmental impacts,
and lew accident risk for extended spent fuel storage does not,
in itself, justify discontinuing nuclear power production in
preference for an alternative power production system.

e. Interim storage of spent fuel is just that. It is not a
solution to the waste disDcssl problem. We must oroceetí
as expeditio-jsly as is feasible to develop hign-level waste
repositories. j

\ _ _
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One of the broader implications resulting from the current situation

is that longer range -planning is necessary. We are faced today with the
problem of interim spent fuel storage. It is not a new problem and was in fact
recognized by many in the early 1970's. However, even then there was an overly
optimistic view of the capability to reprocess spent fuel. I am confident that
tne current situation win oe pruperly rešoivču; iiüwever, let us pouse arid
reflect how we arrived at this point. Would planning 10 or 15 years
ago for expanded spent fuel storage pools at reactors have alleviated the
existing problem"? Partially, Even assuming that spent fuel storage was
resolved and reprocessing plants were being introduced as a viable comercial
industry, the over all management of the back end of the fuel cycle requires
increased attention. The interim storage of solidified high-level wastes {HLW}
might need to be considered until a terminal disposal technique is inipleniented.
HLW storage will still be,.required at a disposal site if reprocessing of spent
fuel is to be pursued. Consequently, we should strive to consider the siting
of AFR's in the broader context of waste management. Such installations could
serve a dual purpose. The interim storage of spent fuel or HLU at a repository
site should be considered because such capacity will most likely be needed to
provide operational flexibility for the repository. On the other hand, if
reprocessing of spent fuel is to be pursued, locating the interim storage
facility to minimize transportation requirements should also be a factor. We
should strive to minimize the transportation of either spent fuel or solidified
HLW. Today, we must also devote time to planning for siting such that transpor-
tation and end-use are not neglected. ;
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TABLE I
AWAY FROM REACTOR STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

INO TRANSSHIPMENT)

80,000 r-

STORAGE OPTION
1. WITH NO COMPACT STORAGE AND

NO FCR AT REACTOR
2. WITH NO COMPACT STORAGE AND

WITH FCR AT REACTOR
3. WITH COMPACT STORAGE AND

NO FCR AT REACTOR
4. WITH COMPACT STORAGE AND

WITH FCR AT REACTOR

1980 1985 . 1990

YEAR

199S 2000



TABLE II

COMPARISON OF DEMAND FOR AND CAPACITY OF
SPENT FUEL STORAGE SPACE

Year

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

AR

7,000

15,600

27,000

48,000

74,000

AFR

190

1,900

5,500

11,000

21,000

1. Includes compact storage.

2. Includes maintenance of FCR.

3. Includes 1,656 MT stored at reactors through 1976.

4. Does not include 360 MT AFR storage in 1976.

_ J



TABLE III

RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FROM SPENT FUEL STORAGE

Year

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

MT Fuel
In Storage

7,200

18,000

33,000

59,000

95,000

Occupational
Dose Total

Body-Person-rem

150

360

660

1,200

1,900

Population Dose,
Skin personriem

U.S. Foreign

31

77

140

250

410

140

350

650

1,200

1,900

« I
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TABLE IV

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ALTERNATIVES PER METRIC TON OF
URANIUM PER YEAR (1976 DOLLARS)

Alternative

Capital Operating Total
Cost, Cost, Cost,

$1000/MTU-yr* $1000/MTU-yr $1000/MTU-yr

Storage densifica-
tion

Expansion of stor-
age pool volume

Storage at inde-
pendent facilities

0.5-1.5

5.8-10

5.8-10***

**

1.2-2

1.2-2

0.5-1.5

.7-12

7-12

*The conservatively assumed lifetimes used in the calculation of the above
costs are:

' Existing pools - 10 years
Independent facilities -15 years

**The operating costs remain approximately the same as for the original
plant storage capacity, so this is no increase over the base condition.

***These capital costs include financing and profit. f!

J


